
S
ince the invention of the spin-
ning mule, or mule jenny, in
1779 by Samuel Crompton, the
textile machinery industry has

worked to develop faster and more
reliable and flexible spinning tech-
nologies. Air-jet spinning is the latest
answer in this endeavor.

Over decades and centuries, ring
spinning became the cornerstone of
spinning, accompanied by open-end
or rotor spinning. Both technologies
have their own fields of end-uses,
and ring spinning has been boosted
further with the development of
compact spinning, resulting in much
less yarn hairiness thanks to its
reduced, or compact, spinning trian-
gle. In the 1990s, a new technology
appeared on the market: air-jet spin-
ning, the so-called Vortex technology
from Japan-based Murata Machinery

Ltd. In October 1997, Murata
revealed its development of the
Murata Vortex Spinner (MVS), an
air-vortex spinning frame for cotton.

Over time, Murata established a
niche market for these special yarns
and claimed success for the technol-
ogy. Modifications to the Vortex
technology in the late 1990s resulted
in significant changes in yarn struc-
ture compared with first-generation
yarn structures. These modifications
enabled twist to be imparted more
effectively to the outer surface of the
yarn, which, consequently, increased
yarn tenacity. They also made it pos-
sible for the first time to process
shorter staple lengths, such as 100-
percent cotton, in addition to man-
made fibers and blends. In
September 2008, Murata introduced
Vortex yarns at the Expofil yarn fair

in Paris. Murata communicated that
“the functionality and fashionable
features of the Vortex yarns met the
expectations of the textile professions
around the world.” Nevertheless, as
spinning is a conservative industry, the
technology wasn’t, and isn’t yet, that
successful compared to ring or rotor
spinning, but Vortex yarns maintain
their place in a niche market.

Rieter Air-jet Spinning
In 2003, the Rieter Group,

Switzerland, challenged the markets
by introducing its own air-jet spin-
ning technology, beginning with the
development of the J 10 air-jet spin-
ning machine. The technology’s mar-
ket launch has continued since June
2008. The main development criteria
included, to name just a few: high
productivity; flexible, simple machine
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Rieter offers various spinning
processes, as shown here,

including the new 
ComforJet® process.

SPINNING TECHNOLOGY

Air-jet spinning is the latest
in a string of technological

developments intended 
to increase production 

speed and flexibility.

By Jürg Rupp, Executive Editor

Spinning With An 

Air Jet
S

Ring-spun yarn Com4® yarn Com4® twin yarn ComfoRo® yarn ComforJet® yarn
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Job Name:  Synapse Prepare Job
Job Number:  V14
Proof Due:  Thu, Jul 4, 2002
Final Due:  Thu, Aug 29, 2002
Company:  Synapse Prepare Inc.
Contact:  Todd
Address:  18 PDF Lane
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